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SUMMARY 

During 1962 the Bureau of Mine.ral Resources Helicopter Gravity 
Party conducted a reconnaissance gravity survey in the Amadeus and 
South Canning Basins of the Northern Territory and Western Australia. 

This survey covered 18 1 :250,000 map areas,. of which three had 
been previously partially covered by helicopter gravity surveys, and 
established over 3000 new gravity stations • 

The results of the survey indicate. the boundaries of the 
Amadeus Basin and the South Canning Basin, suggest the presence of thiCk 
sediments in two other areas (those of the Cobb Gravity Depression and I 

the Gibson Gravity Depression), and indicate an area of extensive crustal 
thickening south of the Amadeus Basin. 
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1 • INTROWCTION 

This Record describes the results of a reconnaissance gravity 
survey carried out in the Amadeus and South Canning Basins of the 
Northern Territory and Western Australia during 1962 by the Bureau of 
Mineral Resour~es Helicopter Gravity Party (Plate 1). 

The first graVity.~rk in the survey area waS done in 1951 ~ 
~hen a regional gravit,y traverse was read between Alice Springs and 
Ayers Rock (Marshall and Narain, 1954). In 1957 a combined gravity 
and geological survey was conducted in the south-central part of the 
Canning Basin, north of the present survey area, and a ground traverse 
was made south-east of the canning Stock Route along part of the northern 
margin of the survey area (Fiavelle and Goodspeed, 1962). A ground 
traverse was also made during 1957 between Alice Springs and Giles. In 
1959 a ~ravity station was established at Giles during a regional gravity 
survey lRadeski, 1962). In 1960 a reconnaissance graVity survey was 
carried out in the northern part of the Canning Basin (Flavelle and 
Goodspeed, oR. cit.) and another survey nor,th-east of Alice Springs 
commenced the coverage of the Georgina Basin and the marginal areas of 
th'e Amadeus and Great ArteSian Basins (Barlow, in preparation). Also in 
1960 the Flamingo Petrol~um Corporation did a ~r~vity sur~ey ~ver parts 
of HALE RIVER*, BODING A, and ClL\RLOTTE WATERS lBurbury, 1960). Geosurveys 
of Australia Ltd made a gravity survey in the Andado area on McDILLS and 
the South Australian Mines Department made 8' gravi iy survey of the 
Officer Basin (Mumme, 1961). The easterm half of the Amad,ails Basin was 
surveyed by the 1961 Helicopter Gravity Party (Langron, 1962)~ In 1962 
Geoseismic (Australia) Ltd carried out a gravity survey over parts of 
McDILLS and SIMPSON DESERT SOUTH for Beach Petroleum N.L. 

The gravity coverage of the Amadeus Basin, including its 
eastern marginal area, was completed during the 1962 survey. The coverage 
was extended west to investigate the relation between the Amadeus BaSin, 
the South Canning Basin to the north-west, and the Officer Basin to the 
south-west during pre-Mesozoic times. 

The survey area comprised the following 1:250,000 map areas: 
HERBERT, MAnLEY, BROHNE, WARRI, BENTLEY, COBB, SCOTT, RAWLINSON, 
MACDONALD, PEI'EBMANN RlING:E5, BLOODS RANGE, MOUNT REmlIE, AYERS ROCK, 
LAKE .AMADEUS, MOUNT LIEBIG, HALE RIVER, ILL<XHiA CREEK, and ALCOOTA. 

On this survey the 'cell' method of flying was used for the 
first time, in place of the 'line' method previously used, the readings 
being taken on an approximate 7 x 7 mile grid as before (Hastie and 
Walker, 1962). 

In addition to the reconnaissance work, a gravit,y tie was made 
between Alice Springs and Wiluna Pendulum Stations (Van Son, in 
preparation), and gravity traverse (Flight 'B') was made from the 
Woolnough Hills across MORRIS and RYAN to the north-west of MACJX)NALD 
to test the extent of a gravity 'low' feature, the South Canning Basin 
Gravity Depression (Plate 4) described on an earlier survey (Flavelle 
and Goodspeed, 1962), and some more-deta1led gravity work was carried out 
in the area of the tioolnough Hills over suspected salt-dome structures 
(Hastie and Flavelle, in preparation). 

* Throughout this Re~ord the individual 11250,000 map areas 
will be denoted by capital letters, ~. BENTLEl, whilst looations 
will be shown in small type, ~. Giles. 
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In this Record the discussion on that part of the survey 
made 111 Western Australia vas witten by G.F. LoIIsdalef the disoussion 
on the Northern Territory part was written b7 A.J. Flavelle. 

2. OJ!X)LOGY ,. 
/0- "1 . , 

"t, . " 

A geological sketoh map of the area is shown on Plate 2. 
This map is based on the 'Teotonio Map of Australia' (Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, 1960) and Bureau of Mineral Resouroes 1&250,000 geologloal 
maps, including some information derived from the results of field 
mappillg during' 1962 (WellS, 1962a and 1962bJ J'oman, 1962) • 

.. 
The main SurYeJ area extends westward frOlll the oentral part 

of the Amadeus Basin towards the southam margin of the South Canning 
Basin and the north-west em margin of the Offioer Basin. 

The Ainadeus JJasin is defined as the down-folded and faulted 
area of upper Proterozoic and Palaeozoio sediments in oentral Austr81ia 
(Wells, Forman, and Ranford, 1962), extending from HALE RIVER to 
l«>UNT RENNIE and BlOOlS· ROOE. The Palaeozoio sediments extend as far 
west as the Western Australian border and the Proterozoio sediments 
oontinue into RAWLINSON and east' MACDONALD before beoomillg obscured b7 
Permian and younger, sediments. ' 

The Amadeus Basin is bounded on the north b7 Archaean meta
morphic and igneous rocks of the Ar1mta Block, whioh are knOlm to extend 
as far west as north-east MACDONALD, and on the south b7 Archaean 
or7Stalline rocks of the Musgrave Block, including basio and ultrabasio 
igneous rocks, which extend from north-west A.BM:UIlA as far west as east 
BENTLEr before becoming obsoured by Permian and younger sediments. A 
nickel orebody has been worked in these rooks near Mo\mt Davies. 

The major sedimentary structures wi thin the Amadeus Basin 
were formed by tectonio movements initiated during Ordovician times and 
culminating in Upper Palaeozoic times. Sedimentar,y struoture does not 
appear to have been oaused by movements originating wi th1ll the basement 
(McNaughton, 1961, Moss, 1963) and it is postulated by McNaughton that 
the structures were oaused by horizontal stresses reaoting on sediments 
of differ1ns physioal properties. In particul.u- it is postulated that 
the incompetenoy of the Upper Proterozoio Bitter Springs Limestone has 
been a major faotor in the fOrming of the sedimentary structures of the 
basin. This hypotheSiS is supported by the oocurrenoe of diapirio 
structures in the basin in whioh the mobile material appears to originate 
trom the Bitter Springs Limestone. A number of possible diapiric 
struotures have been mapped on LAKE AMADEm (Wells, 1962&). 

The Permian and 70unger sediments which crop out west of the 
Amadeus Basin large~ obsoure the relation between the Amadeus Basin 
and the South C~ng 1I'l~ Ott1oer.Basiraa. However, ~eN are some· 
important exposures of pre-Permian rocks in this part of the survey 
area (Plate 2). 

r. _ 
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At the Woolnough Hills, a central core of sheared massive 
gypsum is surrounded by four concentric units of unconformable 
sedimentary rocks. ]:Ioving outwards from the gypsum core, the ages of 
the sediments are Upper Proterozoic, Permian, ? Jurassic, and Cretaceous. 
The domal structure is considered to be of diapiric origin, formed by the 
upward piercement of some plastiC evaporite medium (Veevers and Wells, 
1959; Leslie, 1961; Wells, 1962b). The age of the original evaporite 
bed must be Upper Proterozoic or older and in order to produce diapiric 
movement this-bed .. )Ilust have been overlain at the time of movement by at 
least(15,OOO to 18~bOO ft of sediments (Neumann, 1963). 

'? -- In the north-east of ¥~LEY and 15 miles west-south-west of 
the lioolnough Hills a second diapiric structure has been mapped (Hells, 
1962b). This structure is elongated in an easterly direction but is 
otherwise similar to that of the Woolnough Hills. 

At Constance Headland, in the north-\vest of l-iADLEY, sandstone 
and conglomerate of Proterozoic age have been mapped C-~Tells, 1962b). 

Approximately 3000 ft of Palaeozoic sediments overlying about 
12,000 ft of ? Upper Proterozoic sediments crop out in the Iragana Hills 
on the west of COBB (Wells, 1962b and 1962c). These sediments are not 
metamorphosed. A large fault is present at the eastern side of the 
Iragana Hills and has been traced several miles to the south-south-east. 

A domal structure occurs in Permian rocks near this fault abo~t 
35 miles south-east of the Iragana Hills, but no pre-Permian roCks are 
visible (vIells, 1962b). 

Near the Bedford Range, on BENTLEY, outcrops of quartzite, 
amphibolite, and muscovite-schist have been noted (~fells, 1962b). 

The remainder of the survey area consisted of two smaller areas 
on the eastern margin of the Amadeus BaSin, one south-east of Alice 
Springs (ILLOGlfA CBE!!JK and HALE RIVER) and the other north of Alice 
Springs (ALCOOTA). 

The geology over the area south-east of Alice Springs is 
obscured in places by the sand of the Simpson Desert. Archaean rocks 
of the Arunta Block crop out over a large part of ILLOGWA CREEK but 
farther south there are outcrops of Upper Proterozoic and Palaeozoic rocks 
in the north-west of HALE RIVER extending south-west into RODINGA. These 
rocks are covered farther south-east by Mesozoic sediments. This area is 
important in determining the relation between the eastern part of the 
Amadeus Basin, the Georgina BaSin, and the Great Artesian Basin. 

ALCOOTA is marginal to the Ngalia Trough to the west and the 
Georgina Ba.sin to the north-east. Outcrops consist mainly of Upper 
Proterozoic sediments and Archaean metamorphic and crystalline rocks. 

3. PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK 

Gravity surveys 

A resume of previous gravity work carried out in the survey 
area has been made above (Page 1). 

In the western Australia part of the survey area it was 
conSidered that the Anketell Gravity Ridge (Flavelle and Goodspeed, 1962) 
would extend south-east into \~~, and that the South Canning Basin 
Gravi ty Depression east of this ridge might also extend into the survey 
area. 
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In the Northern Territory part of the main survey area it
was suggested that the dominant features would be the continuation of
the two intense east-west-trending gravity 'lows', separated by a
platform, found in the eastern part of the Amadeus Basin (Langron, 1962).

On ALCOOTA it was considered that over outcrops of the
metamorphic basement the gravity level would be higher than over
outcrops of Upper Proterozoic rocks and that the Georgina Basin in the
north-east and the Ngalia Trough in the south-east would be associated
with low gravity values:

It was suggested that on ILLOGWA CREEK and HALE RIVER the
gravity values would, in general, increase towards the east, although it
was possible that the gravity 'low' in the east of ALICE SPRINGS might
eztend across ILLOGWA CREAK to mirth-west HAY RIVER.

Aeromagnetio surveys 

In 1958, duringaBureau of Mineral Resources (BMR) aeromagnetic
survey over the Great Artesian Basin (Jewell, 1960), profiles were flown
from Dajarra to Alice Springs and to The Curralulla River and from Alice
Springs to Broken Hill. These profiles are disturbed in their western
portions indicating a shallow magnetic basement there. The estimate of
magnetic basement depth in the north of ILLOGWA CREEK is 700 ft; in the
east of HALE RIVER the estimated basement depth is 2300 ft.

In 1960 an aeromagnetic survey was made in the area south-west
of Alice Springs (Goodeve, 1961). The profiles crossing the main part of
the survey area are shown on Plate 3. In the Northern Territory the
profiles are generally relatively flat, becoming disturbed south-west of
Ayers Rock where an extensive north-west-trending fault has been
postulated on the basis of photo-interpretation (Wells, Forman,. and
Hanford, 1961). The profiles are very disturbed over outcrops of
Archaean rooks near Mount Davies in the Northern Territory and near Giles
and the Blackstone Range in Western Australia. The profiles are also
very disturbed in the south-west of SCOTT and a suggested belt of
disturbance extending from north WARM to north TALBOT has been indicated
by shading on Plate 3.

The Hunt and Placid Oil Companies have recently made an
aeromagnetic reconnaissance survey south-west of Giles but their results
are not yet available.

Seismic surveys 

The only seismic work in the survey area was done in 1961 and
1962 by the Bureau of Mineral Resources along the road from Giles to
Carnegie (Watson, 1963; Turpie, in preparation).

In 1961 refraction spreads were laid near ourcrops to obtain
data on refraction velocity values in typical subsurface materials; these
velocities were used in identifying refractors encountered between
'Signpost' and Mount BeadelI (Plate 2). Interpretations of the results
west of 'Signpost' suggested a series of ?post-Proterozoic sediments
thickening towards the west with a maximum thickness (so far recorded)
of 5000 ft at Mount Beadell. No refractor that could be identified with
basement was recorded west of 'Signpost'. A rise in the ?Proterozoic floor
was suggested near the eastern margin of BROWNE.

During the 1962 seismic work possible basement (high-velocity)
refractors were recorded at depths of about 12,000 ft at Mount Beadell and
of about 4000 ft at Lake Keene (Turpie, in preparation).
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4.^DISCUSSION OP GRAvrrr RMULTS 

Plate 4 shows the preliminary Bouguer-anomaly contours of the
surveyed and surrounding areas based on a density of 2.2 gicm3 and
drawn on a scale of 40 miles to the inch. The individual 11250,000
gravity plans of the survAyed area have not been included with this
Record.

The Bowyer-anomaly values throughout the survey area are
almost entirely negative, only becoming positive in south-east BENTLEY,
south and south-west SCOTT, where the maximum value of 460.9 mgal was
recorded, at Station 1741, north-east MOUNTREUNIE, north-west MOUNT
LIEBIG, north-east ILION& -q} and central and south-east HALE RIVER.
The minimum Bouguer value, -148.5 mgal, was recorded on central MOUNT
LIEBIG at Station 2507.

The main survey area and its adjacent eiteaO have been dividea
int* seveial unite on the basis of the gravity results. These units,
which are outlined by haohuring on Plate 4, hive been bather subdivided
into their more important features, whiOh are listed below, the feature
numbers being also shown on Plate 4.

GibdonGravitV M4ression

This is the name given to the gravity 'low'
west of the survey area. It extend* over =BEM,
BROWNE (except the north-east corner) and continues
RUNTaN.

,IPeature No.^Description

region, in the
MALLEY, west WARM,
northwards into

Fmk
.^.

1 Gravity 'low' area in north. iieri3i3rtoravii0Subi-
HERBERT and south•MADtEt attending
into BROWNE:

Depression.

2 Gravity 'high' ettendthir . froni
stiuth4.west WARRI to north-West

Madlek Gravity Swell

MADLEY.

Gravity 'low'. area in north- Runton Gravity Sub-
east MALLET and north-west WAHRI
extending into =rm. Depression.

4 Gravity 'low' in north-west Woolnough Hills Gravity
WA/. Lowe

5 Gravity 'high' in south-west
BROWNE.

6 Gravity 'low' in south-east Mount Samuel Gravity
BROWNE.

Warni Gravity Ridge

This is a belt of gravity^extending in a south-
easterly direction across the survey area, where it crosses WARRI, north-
east BROWNE and west BENTLEY. The belt probably forms the south-easterly
continuation of Feature 10 ) the Anketell Gravity Ridge (Flavelle and
Goodspeed ) 1962).

•
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Desoription 

Elongated gravity 'high' in 
south-west BENTLEY 

Gravi ty 'high t in oentral 
WARRI. 

Gravi ty 'high' in Central 
and north-east MORRIS 

Mount Oharles Gravity 
'High' 

Patienoe Well Gravity 
'Hight 

South Canning Basin Gran ty Depre$sion (Feature 11) 

This gravity' low' area is shown extending over URAL, west 
WIJSON, south PERCIVAL and south-west HELENA. However, the gravity 
coverage over the feature is very sparse. The extent of the feature to 
the north, west., and east has been discussed by Flavelle and Goodspeed' 
(1962). To the south the featUre ajlpears to be separated from 
FeG".tures 14 and 15 by a gran ty thigh' s,addle between Features 9 and 12. 

£~99s Gravity Plat.e:,au 

This gr.a.riV 'bigh' iegioo extends north and north-east from 
north-west ~O]N' and nort-k-eestOO. th.rough south-east RYAN, west 
and. north MACDON'ALD, north-eaS't nAN and thence probably north and east, 
being split by the Stansmore Gravity Trough (Flavelle and Goodspeed, 1962) • 
However, the gravity coverage in this area is very sparse. The name is 
derived from the, Barons Range in west MAC])QNALD. 

l!'aature l-To. 

12 

13 

Desoription 

Northerly-elongate gravity "high' Wilson Gravity 'High' 
in east WILSON and extending south- (Flavelle and 
west into north RYAN. ' Goodspeed, 1962). 

Gravi ty , high I in south-
east RYAN extending into west 
RAWLINSON and south-west 
MAODONALD. 

Cobb Gravity Depression 

, This is the namegi van to the gravity 'low' region extending 
south-east from RYAN tbxough COEB and north BEN'TLEY into north SCOTT. 
The gravity feature terminates in the extreme west of PEl'ERN'lANN RANGES. 

Feature No. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Desoription Name 

Gravi ty 'low' in oentral RYAN East Byan Gravity 'Low l 

Gravity 'low' in west RYAN and West Ryan Gravity 'Low' 
east IDRRIS 

Gravi ty 'low' in south COBB 

Gravity 'low' erlending from Three Hills Gravity 'Low' 
north-west SCOTT to south-east 
COBB. 

Gravity 'low' in north-east 
SCOTT. 
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Blackstone Gravity Plateau

This is a gravity 'high' region in the south of the survey
area in sout-east BENTLEY and south SCOTT and extending into south
PETERMANN RANGES and north MANN (Mumme, 1961). The name is derived
from the Blackstone Range in north COOPER.

Feature No.^Description^Name

19^Local gravity 'low in south
SCOTT

20^Gravity 'high' in south-east Barrow Range Gravity 'High'
BENTLEY and south-west SCOTT
extending south

21^Gravity 'high' in south-east Mount Davies Gravity 'High'
SCOTT, south PETERMANN RANGES,
and north MANN

22^Gravity shelf on north margin
of Feature 21 in south-west
PETERMANN RANGES

Ayers  Rock Gravity Depression

This is a gravity 'low' region mainly developed in south
AYERS ROCK and south KULGERA with an embayment extending into north
PETERMANN RANGES and a narrow extension suggested towards south mANN
(Mumme, 1961).

Feature No.^Descripticn^Name

24^Deep gravity 'low' in south^Musgrave Gravity Trough
AYERS ROCK extending, east into
south KULGERA

23^Elongate gravity 'low'
extending north-west from
Feature 24 towards north
PETERMANN RANGES

25^Narrow elongate gravity 'low'
suggested to extend south
west from Feature 24 towards
south MANN.

Katamala Gravity Embayment

Alberga Gravity High 

This gravity 'high' region lies south of the Ayers Rock
Gravity Depression and is suggested to be separated from it by a steep
gravity gradient. The gravity coverage over the feature is generally
sparse, except in the north-east. The ground traverses shown were done
by the South Australia Department of Mines (South Australia Department
of Mines, 1957; Mumme, 1961).
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Feature No. Description 

26 West-south-west elongate gravity 
I high t extending from west 
ALBEBGA to south-west WOODROFFE 

27 Gravity 'high' in north ABMINGA 
extending west into ALBEBGA and 
north-east into CHA...tU..OTTE WATERS 

A.'"lgas Downs Gravity Ridge (Feature 28) 

This is an east-elongated gravity I high' area extending from 
north KULGERA and south-west HENBURY to north-east PETERMANN RANGES and 
. south-east BLOODS RANGE. It was originally named the Angas Downs Gravity 
Platform (Langron, 1962), but has been renamed as a result of the 1962 . 
gravity work when it was more clearly defined. 

Bloods Range Gravity tHigh' (Feature 29) 

This is the name given to the gravity thigh' region in east 
RI\JJI,::l-TSON and north-east SCOTT extending east into BLOODS RANGE. It is 
sefa:ra.ted by small gravity' low' areas from Feature 13 of the Barons 
Gravity Plateau and from the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge. 

~ad~us Gravity Depression 

This is the gravity' low' region extending westward from 
south ALICE SPRINGS and north RODINGA to south-east ¥.!.ACDONALD and north 
RAliJLINSON. To the south it is bounded by the Angas Downs Gravity 
Platform and to the west by the Barons Gravity Plateau. 

Feature No. Description 

30 Extensive gravity trough roughly 
enclosed by the -100 mgal contour 
extending westwards from south 
ALICE SPRINGS to south-east ~DUNT 
R~jNIE" 

31 Gravity re-entrant in south-west 
margin of Feature 30 extending 
into north-east RAWLINSON. 

32 Gravity re-entrant in west margin 
of Feature 30 extending into south
east MACDONALD and north RAWT~N. 

32A Small gravity 'low' at tip of 
Feature 32. 

33 Gravity re-entrant od north-west 
margin of Feature 32 in west
central MACDONALD. 

Mount Liebig Gravity 
Trough. 
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Papunya Gravity Ridge (Feature 35)

This is the east-trending line of high gravity values
extending from north MOUNT'REVNIE to north-east ALICE SPRINGS.

It is separated from the'Amadeus Gravity Depression by a
strong gravity gradient, Feature 34.

The major gravity anomalies detected on the marginal areas of
ALCOOTA, ILLOGWA CREEK, and HALE RIVER are all extensions of previously
known and described features (Barlow, in preparation) with the exception
of Feature 36.

Feature No. Description Name

36 Gravity 'low' extending west from
ALCOOTA.

37 Gravity ridge trending south-east Lake Caroline Gravity
across ALCOOTA, HUCKITTA, ILLOGWA Ridge
CREEK, HAY RIVER,and SIMPSON DESERT
NORTH.

38 Closed gravity 'low' having its
major expression in north-west HAY

Hay River Gravity 'Low'

RIVER and extending into north-east
ILLOGWA CREEK

39 Gravity platform extending into Hale River Gravity
HALE RIVER and ILLOGWA CREEK from Platform
SIMPSON DESERT NORTH

40 Gravity platform area in MCD1LLS,
south HALE RIVER, east CHARLOTTE

McDills Gravity Platform

WATERS, end extending into south-
west SIMPSON DESERT SOUTH

41 Gravity 'low' in east RODINGA East Rodinga Gravity
extending into west HALE RIVER -'Low'

5. INTERPRETATION OF GRAVITY RESULTS 

Gibson Gravity Depression 

The Gibson Gravity Depression appears to consist of two
gravity sub-depressions, the Herbert Gravity Sub-depression, Feature 1
and the Runton Gravity Sub-depression, Feature 3, separated by a belt of
higher gravity values, the Madley Gravity Swell, Feature 2.

The Warni and Anketell Gravity Ridges bound these features to
the east and north, but their extent west is unknown and it is possible
that the two gravity sub-depressions may be connected. To the south, the
Herbert Gravity Sub-depression appears to be bounded by an area of higher
gravity values centred on Feature 5 in south-west BROWNE, though it is
connected in the south-east to the Mount Samuel Gravity 'Low', Feature 6,
which extends beyond the survey area. Additional gravity work is
necessary north, west, and south of the known area of the Gibson Gravity
Depression to completely delineate these features.



The Runton Gravity Sub-depression, Feature 3, in considered
to be an area of thick sediments. Diapiric structures are known in
two localities within the area of this feature, the Woolnough Hills
Diapir in north-west WAB4 and the Madley Diapirs in north-east MADLEY.
These structures are associated with low gravity values, particularly
the former which is associated with a pronounced gravity 'low', the
Woolnough Hills Gravity 'low', Feature 4. Although it is likely that
these low gravity values can be attributed in part to the presence of
a thick salt mass in this area, they are probably mainly attributable to
thick sediments, since the sedimentary thickness associated with'salt-
dome structures is known to average at least 15,000 to 18,000 ft
(Neumann, 1963).

It is considered likely that a similar thickness of sediments
is associated with the Herbert Gravity Sub-depression, Feature 1, since
the gravity values of these two gravity sub-depressions are of comparable
magnitude. To test this suggestion a seismic refraction traverse was
shot at Lake Keene (Plate 2) in south MADLEY and north HERBERT (Turpie,
in preparation), and a high-velocity (19,000 ft/sec) refractor was
recorded at a depth of about. 4000 ft. If this high-velocity refractor
represents the igneous or metamorphic basement then it can be shown by
the use of the plate formula (Page 16) that the density contrast between
the sediments and this basement is about 0.6 g/cm 3 . If the basement is
granitic, as is suggested at Mount Beadell (Page 18), then the average
sedimentary density must be about 2.0 g/cm 3 . This is much lower than
the density value of 2.3 giem3 suggested for the sediments at Mount
Beadell (Page 18). However, this figure becomes feasible if thick
Cretaceous sediments are present in the area, but this seems most
unlikely. If the sediments have the same density as at Mount Beadell
then the basement density become32.9 g/cm 3, indicative of basic or
ultrabasic rocks. However, the existence of such rocks beneath the
sediments over the large area of the Herbert Gravity Sub-depression appears
most unlikely. The Warn i Gravity Ridge would also need to be related
to these rock types whereas it will be suggested later as being related
to granitic or metamorphic rocks. An alternative theory, which is
preferred at this stage, is that the high-velocity refractor recorded at
a depth of 4000 ft is a limestone or dolomite bed included in a thicker
sedimentary sequence.

The Madley Gravity Swell which separates the two gravity sub-
depressions is probably produced by a basement uplift or ridge between
these two areas of suggested thick sediments.

To the south-east the Herbert Gravity Sub-depression is
connected to the Mount Samuel Gravity 'Low', Feature 6 2 which itself
extends farther south-east beyond the survey area. Thick sediments have
been indicated by the seismic work in the area of this 'low', and these
sediments may be connected to those postulated in the Officer Basin
farther south-east (Quilty and Goodeve, 1958).

Warni Gravity Ridge

•^ This series of 'gravity 'highs', appear to form the south-eastern
extensioneofthe ,AnkOtell Gravity Ridge . (Flavelle and Goodspeed, 1962) and
coincides with a possible structural feature (Plate 3) revealed by the
Bureaills aeromagnetic results (Goodeve, 1961).

The gravity willies of Features 8.td 10 are lower than those
found by Flavelle and Goodspeedrbut that of the Mount Charles Gravity
'High', Feature 7, is of a similar magnitude.



Traced from the north-west the ridge appears to divide,
one branch turning north of east towards the north-west of RYAN. This
branch is sug2ested to continue into RYAN to join Feature 12 and thus
separate Features14 and 15 from Feature 11. The other branch continues
towards the south-east beyond the margin of the survey area.

No outcrops of rocks other than of Mesozoic or younger age
are known in the survey area over- this series of gravity 'highs'.
However, to the north-west beyond the survey area the gravity 'highs'
are associated with outcrops of granitic and metamorphic rocks; it seems
most probable that a similar association may be anticipated in the survey
areas, with these rocks forming a ridge at shallow depth beneath the
sedimentary rocks and approaching the surface most closely in the area of
the Mount Charles Gravity 'High'. This interpretation is in agreement'
with aeromagnetic results. The Mount Charles Gravity 'High' is discussed
further in the cross-section analysis.

South Canning Basin Gravity Depression

This gravity feature has been further defined by the results
of Flight 'B' (Plate 4) but the coverage is still very sparse. The
feature is the southernmost extension of the Canning Basin and is
terminated by the Warn Gravity Ridge on the south-west, the Barons
Gravity Plateau on the south-east, and the suggested link between
Features 9 and 12.

Barons Gravity Plateau

This gravity 'high' region is interpreted as being produced
by the presence of .high-density rocks at shallow depth beneath a more-
recent sedimentary cover. The high-density rocks are probably largely
metamorphic, possibly being an extension of the Archaean Arunta Block,
known to crop out farther north-east.

The ?metamorphic rocks probably approach the surface most
closely in the area of the Wilson Gravity 'High' (Feature 12). This
feature extends west into north RYAN and may continue into north MORRIS
to join Feature 9 as indicated earlier. The uncertainty is due to the
very limited gravity coverage over this area.

Cobb Gravity Depression 

, The limited and diverse geological information on the area
covered by the Cobb Gravity Depression makes it somewhat difficult to
interpret the depression in an entirely satisfactory manner.

The East and West Ryan Gravity 'Lows' (Features 14 and 15) lie
in an area in which sparse outcrops of Mesozoic and Permian sediments
are known.

Similar rocks crop out in the' area of Feature 16 9 but in
addition, on the north-west flank of the feature in the area of the
Iragana Hills about 15,000 ft of unmetamorphosed sediments have been
observed as noted earlier.

Plate 2 indicates that Archaean rocks crop out over most of
the area of the Three Hills Gravity 'Low', Feature 17 9 and over the
entire area of Feature 18. In the north-west of Feature 17 sparse
outcrops of Mesozoic and Palaeozoic rocks are known. On the south-west
flank of this feature, near the Bedford Range, outcrops of metamorphic
rocks have been observed.
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During investigation into the Archaean rock types which
might be associated with Feature 18, reference was made to a Bureau
1:250,000 geological sketch map of SCOTT. This map indicates that the
area between the extreme north and the south-central part of SCOTT is
devoid of known rock outcrops and hence that there is no geological
information in the area of Feature 18.

A similar lack of geological information was indicated with
regard to the area of Archaean rocks indicated to coincide with
Feature 17.^Consequently, over this feature the only geological
information is that of the sparse sedimentary rock outcrops in the
north-west and the metamorphic rocks in the south-west.

Aeromagnetic profiles which cross Features 16 and 17 are
shown on Plate 3. These profiles are flat and smooth across these
features with much higher values farther south and near Giles. This is
indicative of a deep magnetic basement similar to that obtainedin an
area of thick sediments or, possibly, an area of granite which has a
very low ferro-magnesian mineral content.

One aeromagnetic flight-line crosses the Bedford Range and shows
little disturbance. This suggests that the metamorphic rocks, and in
particular the amphibolite, are of local occurrence only and that any
associated igneous rocks have a low magnetic susceptibility.

A density determination made on a sample of the amphibolite
from the Bedford Range (BMR sample BE2) gave a value of 3.05 g/cm 3 . This
high density value supports the suggested limited extent of the
amphibolite since a large mass of these rocks would cause a much higher
Bouguer-anomaly value in this area.

It is not impossible that Features 17 and 18 are produced by
granite masses, which give rise to the metamorphic rocks noted in the
Bedford Range. These granite masses would require very deep roots in
order to explain the associated intensely-low gravity features. As
indicated earlier these granite masses must have a very low ferro-
magnesian mineral content, lower than that found in the granite and
porphyry that crop out at Giles.

The presence of 15,000 ft of unmetamorphosed sediments in the
Iragana Hills on the north-west flank of Feature 16 leads to the postu-
lation that this gravity 'low' is produced by thick sediments.

If it is to be suggested that Features 17 and 18 can be
similarly explained it is necessary first to adequately explain the
metamorphic rocks of the Bedford Range. It is possible that these rocks
could have been produced by the metamorphism of sediments by a sill-like
acid igneous body or a series of dykes. These may have been intruded
(or extruded) in association with the igneous activity farther south in
south-east BENTLEY and are suggested to be so thin as to have negligible
effect on the magnetic profile. It may also be worth noting that the
Bedford Range lies on the northward extension of the Barrow Range
Gravity 'High', Feature 20.

It has been postulated that Feature 16 is produced by thick
sediments; the apparent unity of the features of the Cobb Gravity
Depression coupled with the lack of positive geological evidence and the
inconclusive aeromagnetic evidence leads to the tentative interpretation
of Features 17 and 18 as also being produced by thick sediments. Owing
to the similar lack of geological evidence, Features 14 and 15 are also
tentatively interpreted as areas of thick sediments. Thus the Cobb
Gravity Depression is interpreted as an arcuate area of thick sediments.
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Blackstone Gravity Plateau

This gravity 'high' region is considered to be Produced by
basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks and metasediments forming a portion
of the Musgrave Block.

The Mount Davies Gravity 'High', Feature 21, in the south-
east of SCOTT coincides with an outcrop area of basic and ultrabasic
igneous rocks in which a nickel Orebody has been worked.

No information on rock exposures is available for the extreme
.south-eastern corner of BENTLEY and south-western corner of SCOTT where
the Barrow Range Gravity 'High', Feature 20, reaches its known maximum
gravity value. However,. on the north-western flank of this feature
exposures of amphibolite, basalt, porphyry, and several other igneous
rock types are known (Wells, 1962b), and it seems probable that an
ultrabasic mass may be present further south-edst.

It is probable that Feature 20 is a continuation of Feature
21 but additional gravity work in north COOPER is necessary to confirm
this. If so, then a continuation of the nickel-bearing orebody into
the central area of Feature 20 is possible.

The gravity shelf, Feature 22, north of the Mount Davies
Gravity 'High', is suggested to be an area of near-surface intermediate
to basic igneous rocks.

Feature 19 in south SCOTT is interpreted as being produced by
a granitic intrusion or thick metasediments on the margin of the basic
igneous rock mass.

The strong gravity gradient separating these two comparatively-
low gravity features from the Barrow Range Gravity 'High' and the Mount
Davies Gravity 'High' is considered as being produced by the horizontal
density contrast between the basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks to the
south and the more acidic igneous rocks and metasediments farther north.

The relation between the Warni Gravity Ridge and the Blackstone
Gravity Plateau is not clear. There appears to be a distinct break
between Features 7 and 20 on the gravity plan; the geological information
available also suggests that these two units should be considered
separately.

Amadeus Gravity Depression

The main feature of this gravity depression is the Mount
Liebig Gravity Trough, Feature 30, which represents the thick sediments
of the Amadeus Basin (Langron, 1962). The station coverage of the area
was sufficient to completely delineate the feature and, therefore,
presumably the extent of the thick sediments of the Amadeus Basin. The
most negative part of the feature occurs on MOUNT LIEBIG, corresponding
therefore with the thickest sedimentary development in the Basin.

The gravity coverage is such that only the larger
sedimentary features stand out on the gravity pattern which in general
represents the basement configuration, i.e. total sedimentary depth.
On this basis the gravity/geology correlation is good. Extra stations
were read over some interesting geological structures and in these cases
the sedimentary structure showed up on the anomaly map. For instance a
small relative negative anomaly occurred on the Johnson Hill structure
(Plate 4) which is believed to be of diapiric origin (Wells, Forman, and
Ranford, 1962).
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Therefore on a regional scale the Bouguer-anomaly map
delineates the extent of the Basin whilst any small-scale gravity
features that occur within Feature 30 are most probably caused by
sedimentary structures.

Three extensions (Features 31, 32,and 33) of the Mount
Liebig Gravity Trough have been mapped. They extend across MOUNT
RENNIE into MACDONALD and RANLINSON and presumably represent westerly
extensions of the comparatively thick sediments of the Amadeus Basin.
At the tip of Feature 32 is an isolated 'low', Feature 32A, which
corresponds with a 'pocket' of Palaeozoic sediments immediately north
of the Robert Fault.

Papunya Gravity High

This line of gravity 'highs' (Feature 35) extending from
south ALCOOTA westwards to MOUNT RENNIE is produced by crystalline
rocks near the southern margin of the Arunta Block.

The sharp gravity gradient, Feature 34, separating the Arunta
Gravity 'High' from the North Amadeus Gravity Trough is one of the most
prominent features expressed in the gravity-anomaly picture of the whole
surveyed area. It extehds from central ALICE SPRINGS to central MOUNT
RENNIE a distance of approximately . 310 miles. Since the gradient is
possibly caused in the main by the density contrast between the light
sediments of the Amadeus Basin and the denser crystalline rocks of the
Arunta Block (Langron, 1962), the dissipation of the gradient on MOUNT
RENNIE can be regarded as consistent with the thinning of sediments
(Wells, Forman, and Ranford, 1962) in this area.

It is possible that the Barons Gravity Plateau forms an
extension of the Papunya Gravity Ridge. More detailed gravity coverage
of the south of WEBB will be necessary to confirm this.

Bloods Range Gravity 'High' 

This gravity 'high' (Feature 29) coincides with an outcrop
area of Upper Proterozoic Dean Quartzite resting unconformably on Lower
Proterozoic metasediments, granite, and thick basalt (Scanvic, 1961;
Forman, 1962).

It is possible that these Lower Proterozoic rocks extend in a
north-westerly direction beneath a thin cover of more-recent sedimentary
rocks to produce the Barons Gravity Plateau.

Angas Downs Gravity Ridge

This line of gravity 'highs' (Feature 28) separates the
Amadeus Gravity Depression from the Ayers RockGravity Depression.

It is probable that the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge is produced by
near-surface basement rocks. These rocks might be similar to the Lower
Proterozoic rocks associated with the Bloods Range Gravity 'High'. .

The Angas Downs Gravity Ridge forms the southern boundary of
the Amadeus Gravity Depression and its northern margin is presumed
therefore to indicate the southern limit of thick sediments in the
Amadeus Basin. The gravity gradient that separates the Amadeus Gravity
Depression from the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge is not very steep,
indicating that the thinning of the Amadeus sediments in this direction
is gradual.



Ayers Rock Gravity Depression 

The main featureof.the!depression is the Musgrave Gravity
Trough, Feature. 24..

The geology of the area between the Musgrave Ranges and Ayers
Rock is not well known. However, granite of the Musgrave Ranges crops
out immediately south of the: negativeculmination.

In the absence of any comPrehensive geological mapping of theH
area it is considered likely thai the Gravity Trough is caused by a
thickening of the less-dense acidic igneous rocks. However, thick
sediments might also be present in this area.

Two minor gravity embayments (Features 23 and 25) extend north-
west and south-west respectively from the Musgrave Gravity Trough.
Feature 23 trends north-west across PETERMANN RANGES with a minor
extension trending north-north-west into BLOODS RANGE. This feature
occurs in an area (Scanvic, 1961; Forman, 1962) where the Dean
Quartzite (Heavitree Quartzite) and some Ordovician sediments rest on
basement rocks of Lower Proterezoic or Archaean age. In this area the
basement rocks include numerous granitic intrusions. It is assumed
therefore that the basement rocks that underlie the area represented by
Feature 23 are less-dense than the basement rocks, including basalt,
exposed on BLOODS RANGE. Consequently, therefore, the basement rocks
over the entire area must have considerable horizontal density variation.
In addition Feature 23 might also represent a narrow trough of
Proterozoic sediments of 2000-4000 (or more) feet thickness.

Feature 25 occurs on MANN and WOODROFFE. It is defined by a
small number of stations and appears to be a south-westerly extension of
the Musgrave Gravity Trough.

Alberga Gravity 'High'

It is considered that the high gravity values of Features 26
and 27 are produced by basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks near the
surface. Additional gravity work is necessary in this area to define the
features more clearly, but they appear to form the northern margin of the
Officer Basin.

ALCOOTA

The gravity 'high' along the south-western edge of ALCOOTA
appears to be a continuation of Feature 35. A gravity 'high' region in
the south-east of ALCOOTA, Feature 37, appears to form the north-westerly
termination of a gravity ridge extending south-east.

The gravity pattern north-east of ALCOOTA, which represents
sediments of the Georgina Basin, does not appear to be controlled by any
major trends, i.e. the Bouguer anomalies are not regular in direction.
This irregular pattern extends onto the north-east corner of ALCOOTA,
which suggests that the sediments of the Georgina Basin extend into the
area from the east.

Readings made on the western edge of ALCOOTA suggest that a
gravity 'low' (Feature 36) is developed on NAPPERBY. Isolated readings on
NAPPERBY and MOUNT DOREEN (Radeski, 1962) suggest that the feature is
extensive. The negative anomaly is probably caused by1he sediments of
the Ngalia Trough.
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ILLQGWA' CREEl{ and HALE RIVER 

Certain ,areas ,on ILLOOvlA CREEK and HALE RIVER lvere not covered 
during:,the 1960 and 1961 :helicopter gravity, surveys. The area covered by 
the 1962 survey fil1~d in thegapibetween previous BMR surveys and 
private-company data..:supplied by Flamingo PetroleUm Pty Ltd. 

All tl:i'e:;major gravity features in the area have' already 
been partially: mapped by previous, surveys. Features 37,. 38, and 39' 
have been des'cribed: by,Barlow (in preparation) and appear to form the' > . 
south-western portton:: of 'an extensive'gravi ty piateau.' Features 31' and 
39 probably represent'; near':surfacebasement rocks and: in places are 
correlated with outcropping' crystalline rocks. 

The McDiUs Gravity Platform, Feature 40, lying south-west of 
this gravity plateau probably represents an area of thicker sediments and 
has been mainly outlined by private company gravity work (Geosurveys of' 
Australia Ltd, 1960; Beach Petroleum N.L., 1963). Feature 40 extends ' 
south-west into the Alberga Gravity 'High'. 

The East Rodinga Gravity 'Low' Feature 41, extends into the 
extreme western portion of HALE RIVER. The gravity 'low' coincides with 
a small basin of Palaeozoic sediments on RODINGA and the extension of 
this basin onto HALE RIVER is thus indicated to be marg'inal only. This, 
small basin is situated within the area of the Amadeus Gravity Depressipn. 

6. CROSS-SECTION ANALYSIS 

Two cross-sections have been analysed in the Western Austrr.11ian 
part of the survey area. These cross-sections, the pOSitions of which 
are indicated on Plate 4, are shown on :Plate 5. 

Cross-section A - E was drawn to investigate sedimen'~ary 
thickness and density conditions across the Cobb Gravity Depression and 
the south-eastern part of the Gibson Gravity Depression. 

On this cross-section, in the region of C, a regional-gravity 
curve waS dravm and a superimposed anomaly was isolatedo In order to 
investigate this residual anomaly a second cross-section, F - G, was 
dravm passing through C and approximately perpendicular to the trend of 
the gravity anomaly and the graphical regional anomaly was removed. 

It was assumed that the regional Bouguer-anomaly curve is 
produced solely by the contrast between low-density sediments and higher
densi ty ba.semen t rocks which are at roughly 12, OOO-ft depth at A 
(Mount Beadell) and at less than 250-ft depth at 'Signpost' near C. 
It was also assumed that the average density of both rock units is a 
constant. 

The value of the density contrast between these two units was 
investigated using the plate formula 

I 

Ag = 12.77 /'J h 

where 6. g = the gravity effect due to the upper layer, 

, ",' = ! the density contrast between the layer8, and 

h = the thickness of the upper layer in,thousands of 
feet. 
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At C, near 'Signpost~, h = approximately 0, and the 
:Bouguer anomaly on the graphical regional curve io - 16 mgal. 

Hence the above formula m~ be re-written as 

where g = the anomaly value at a point x, and x 

hx = the thiCkness of the upper l~er at 
this point 

If the anomaly value at A (Mount :Beadell) and the thickness 
of the upper layer there (approximately 12,000ft) is inserted in this 
formula the density contrast betl'1een the. two layers can be shown to be 
0.3 g/cm3• 

Inserting this density contrast and the value of the Bouguer 
anomaly at B, the Mount Samuel Gravity 'Low' (Feature 6), into the 
formula it Can be shown that ~he upper sedimentary layer is 18,000 ft 
thick at that point. 

If it is assumed that similar conditions exist across the Cobb 
Gravi ty Depression, i. e. a Simple two-layer case,' v1i th a denisty . 
contrast of 0.3 g/cmTIetween these layers, then it can be similarly 
shown that the upper sedimentary layer is 25,000 ft thick at D 
(Feature 16) and 9090 ft thick at E on the margin of Feature 13. 

As it might be considered somewhat dubious to assume similar 
conditions across this part of the survey area, a test calculation using 
these assumptions was made utilising the available gravity and geological 
information at the Iragana Hills on the western margin of Feature 16. 
About 15,000 ft of sediments showing a southward dip of 38 degrees have 
been measured there (Wells, 1962b and 1962c). This would correspond to 
a vertical sedimentary thi'ckness of about 12,000 ft. As no basement robles 
l'1ere observed in this locality the sedimentq.ry thickness could be somewhat 
greater. OWil~ to the gravity gradient in this area, it is difiicuit tp 
choose a Bouguer value for the calculations. but -70 mgal would be a 
,reasonable average value. This value when substituted in the formula 
corresponds to a thickness of the upper sedimentary l~er of 14,500 ft, 
which is reasonable and in accordance vTi th the knovnl geological 
conditions. Hence, it is conSidered that the theoretical figure of 
25,000 ft obtained for the thickness of the upper sedimentary layer at 
D is acceptable geologically. 

The residual anomaly obtained by removing the graphical 
regional anomaly on Cross-section G - H has been compared with the 
theoretical curve for a number of simple models for buried bodies. The 
shape of the assumed body was varied VTithin geological feasibility and the 
gravity effect calculated until the anomaiy curve thus obtained was in 
close agTeement with the actual Bouguer anomaly. Although the 
interpretation in not unique, owing to the ambiguity inherent in all 
gravity interpretation, the model should contribute useful information 
on possible geological structure and denSity distribution. 

One model which fits reasonably is shOlm on Plate 5 •.. It extends 
from the surface to a depth of 12,000 ft with a denSity contrast of 
0.3 g/cm3• 
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The densities of rock samples from this part of the sUrvey 
area are listed below : 

Sample 
Humber 

W1 

C2 

C3 

W2A 

W2B 

Age and tYpe· of 
@ample 

Cretaceous claystone 

Palaeozoic sandstone 

Precambrian sandstone 
(porosity 31%) 

Sheared gnlsum 

Dolomite 

Porphyritic rhyolite 

Porpbyri tic gram. te 

~~~~ 

Locality 

32 miles south of 
Woolnough Hills 

Iragalla Hills 

Iragana Hills 

Woolnough Hills 

'Woolnough Hills 

South-east BENTLEY 

South BEfitLEY' 

W.frr~ ~'" 

Densit} in . g/am_ 
(dry sampl~s) 

1.69 

2.02 
(2.33 w'ater 
saturated) 

2.26 

If it is ass:umed that the bas,emen,t refractor identified at a 
depth of about 12,000 ft at Mount

3
Bea-dell is of grart..itic compOSition, for 

which a density of about 2.6 glom is suggested from the list of 
densi ties above, and that rooks of similar composition lie beneath the 
sedimentar,y rocks ~hroughout the length of the Cross-section A - E 
(-~Tith the exception of the higher-densi ty rocks near t Signpost f ), then 
the sedimentary rocks would have an average density of about 2.3 gl cm3 • 
This figure is in reasonably good agreement with the average density- of 
the five sedimentary samples listed a~ove. 

Similarly, by using the above assumptions, the density of the 
rocks which give rise to the residual anomaly near 'Sign~ost' can be 
shown to be about 2.9 g/om3• This high density is indicative of basic 
or ul trabasic material, which could be similar to that which produces the 
Blackstone Gravity Plateau farther east • 

.. 

1 . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the gravi. ty sUrvey have revealed the relation 
between the Amadeus, South Canning, and Officer Basins, and the 
presence of two other areas of low BO~F-anomaly values - the Gibson 
Gravity DepresSion and the Cobb Gr~~ Depression. 

The Gibson Gravi. ty Depression jS developed to the south-west of 
the postulated ridge of gra.ni tic or metamorphic rocks that produce the 
W'arri Gravity Ridge. In its currently-known extent the Gravity Depression 

consists of two gravity wb-depressions, the Herbert Gravity Sub
depreSSion and the Runton Gravity Sub-d.epression, separat·ed by the Madley 
Gravity Swellr The Gravity Depression is interpreted as a region of 
thick sediments, the thickest sediments being located in the areas of the 
two gravity sub-depressions 0 The Woolnough Hills and Madley diapirs, 
which are situated in the Runton Gravity Sub-depression, sugg.est a 
minimum sedimentary thickness of 15,000 - 18,000 ft. A similar sedimentary 
thickness would appear likely in the Herbert Gravity Sub-depression 
al though a seiSIllic refractor at Lake Keene suggested a shallower basement. 
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However, this refractor may be a limestone or dolomite bed included
in a thicker sedimentary sequence. The Herbert Gravity Sub-depression
is connected to the south-east to the Mount Samuel Gravity 'Low' which
extends south-east beyond the survey area. Thick sediments have been
indicated by seismic means in the area of this 'low' and these may be
connected to those postulated in the Officer Basin farther south-east.

The available geophysical and geologicalevidence in the area
of the Cobb Gravity Depression indicates that this also is an area of
thick sedimentary rocks. From analysis of a cross-section a thickness
of 25,000 ft of sediments has been suggested in the south of COBB.
It is possible that granitic intrusions haying very deep roots and a
very low ferro-magnesian mineral content could give rise to the low
gravity-anomaly values in the eastern part of the depression. However,
this is not considered likely and the sedimentary hypothesis for the
whole of the depression is preferred at this stage. It is considered
that some additional geological work should be undertaken on SCOTT
with a view to obtaining more information on this problem. The
? sedimentary area represented by the Cobb Gravity Depression is bounded
to the south by basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks either in outcrop
or at shallow depth and which produce the Blackstone Gravity Plateau,
to the south-west and west by the postulated ridge of granitic or
metamorphic rocks at shallow depth represented by the Warri Gravity Ridge,
and to the north it is probably separated from the sediments of the South
Canning .Basin Gravity Depression by a postulated ridge of near-surface
metamorphic rocks, though this is uncertain owing to the sparse gravity
coverage in this area. It is separated from the Amadeus Basin by the
area of the Barons Gravity Plateau in which basement ? metamorphic rocks -
are considered to be present at shallow depth.

From analysis of a cross-section it appears likely that the
postulated ridge of granitic or metamorphic rocks, which give rise to
the Warni Gravity Ridge, has a core of ultrabasic igneous rocks in
the area of the Mount Charles Gravity 'High' in west BENTLEY. These
ultrabasio rocks could be similar to those that are considered to produce
the Blackstone Gravity Plateau farther east.

It is also possible that a nickel orebody similar to that which
has been worked near Mount Davies might be located at shallow depth
near the central part of the Barrow Range Gravity 'High'.

The gravity data suggests quite strongly that the thick
Palaeozoic sediments of the Amadeus Basin do not extend farther west
than MOUNT RENNIE and BLOODS RANGE. The northern and southern margins
of the Basin are represented by a gravity gradient and a gravity ridge
respectively. Many diapirs and anticlines are represented by residual-
gravity minima and this fact could be used to locate by detailed
gravity work any such structures masked by sand and alluvium. In fact
semi-detailed gravity surveys would be a valuable means of obtaining data
on the underlying sedimentary structure and as a means for determining •
seismic traverses.

The geology of AYERS ROCK and PETERMANN RANGES has not been
mapped systematically but it is understood that BMR geologists will map
these areas during 1963. The Bouguer-anomaly pattern of the area
contains many features of extreme interest. An accurate geological
map of the area would aid the interpretation of these anomalies. Of
particular interest is the Ayers Rock Gravity Depression within which
Bouguer values of up to , -135 mgal are obtained.
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The gravity pattern on ALCOOTA is most interesting in that 
it incliides the extreme east ern edge of an extensive gravity t low' • 
The coverage on HALE RIVER, ILLOGWA CREEK and the eastern half of 
ALCOOTA did not disclose any new gravity features but served to 
properly define some features that have already bee,n described. 

Further reconnaissan.ce gravity work is necessary in the areas 
adjoining the survey area on the north, the west, and the south. Such 
coverage is required to define the western and southern extent of the 
Gibson Gravity Depression, to c.onfirm the suggested link between the 
Gibson Gravity Depression and the Officer Basin, and to confirm the 
postUlated separation of the Cobb Gravity Depression from the South 
Canning Basin Gravity Depression. Addi tiooal gran ty investigations 
are also desirable over the gravity 'low.' areaerlending west fpom 
ALCOOTA and tbe Officer Basin. 

It is considered that s·eismic investi~tioilaS should be made 
across the postulated sedimentary area giving rise -So the Cobb Gravity 
Depression. These could be made along the ro'ads south of Giles towards 
both the Blaokston,e Range's and Mount Davies, and also along the road 
west of Giles t0lwardis i'S'iignpost'. It WG1lld be also useful to :further 
investigate by seismc means the suggested s~ent~y thicknes.s in the 
Gibson Gravity ])iepression. 

In acid.iti:en, if th.e geological mapping of AYEPS ROCK fails to. 
indicate conclusi'Vlely the natur'e of the struicture and' the rock-types that 
gi ve rise to the A:;rars ~)~ Gran V Dei~ession, tchen it is recommended 
that a seismic ~&,r.sieJjre~e .~~OSlS theeentre of the depre~ion along 
the road from nOOZ'~a;S.'t ~ R0fi: ,tJo :n~~. woomoFFE. 

Hence, s,'mW5i~g "lJi)., the results o"f the 1962 helicopter 
gravity survey inli1cat.e'tka-t: 

(a) the Amadeus Bas.in is S1epiaxated from t.he South Canning B:asin 
and from the suggested sediments taat give rise to the Cobb 
Gravi ty DepreSSion by shallow basemerit rocks in the area of 
the Barons Gravity Plateau; 

(b) 

(c) 

B.M .. R. 

that the South Carming Basin is separated from the suggested 
sediments of the Cobb Gran ty D~ression by a ridge of 
basement rocks aligned east-w-es't acro!ss :north RYAN - which 
thus marks the sou'thern limit of the Canning Basin, and 

. . 
that these two seti.ment.axy areaS are separat.ed from the 
suggested sediments of the. Gibson Gran V Ji}ep~ion, in 
which the WoolnlQU@h Hills diapir is situated, by a ridge of 
granitiC or metalllGrphic ~ooks that gives d.se to the Warri 
Gravity Ridge. In addition, the gravity r~su1ts suggest that 
the sediments of the Gib$o~ Gra,.viiW :tep-rreB)s:l.o.Zl ~ be 
connected to the south-east to t:ke Offi06r :Basin. 

Tectonic map of Australia (40 mile 
to 1 in.) Bur. Mtin. Btesou:r. Aust. 
(map with geological notes). 
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(in preparation). 
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APPENDIX A - PARTY PERSONNEL . 

Bureau of Mineral Resources 

Party leader2 

Geophysicists; 

A.J. Flavelle 

L.M. Hastie 

M.A. Reid (left party 15/6/62) 

J .5. Davies (left party 4/7/62) 

G.F. Lonsdale (21/6/62 - 16/8/62) 

R.A. Gibb (joined party 11/8/62) 

Technical assistants: 'VT. Lowndes (joined party 18/6/62) 

P. Campbell (joined party 21/6/62) 

. Draftsmen: E. Krams-Stein 

G. Knapp-St.ein. 

Mechanic: 

Cook: 

Cook's off sider: 

Field assistants: 

G. C·oroer 

F. de Vere 

K. Kirby 

D. Locke 

I. Thomas 

Ansett-ANA 

Ansett - ANA supplied a crew of five persons - three pilots and two 
engineers drawn from the following personnel: 

Pilots: 

Engineers: 

J. lB'erguson 

R. Larder 

R. Jones 

.:P. Hunt 

J .C. Pain 

D. Newell 

L. Taylor 

J. Marvell 

K. Harvey 

D. King 

R .. Annand 

. .... 
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APPENDIX B 

GlOClPHYSICAL EQUIPMENT, VEHICLES, AND HELICOPTERS· 

G eoph.ysi cal egui p;lient 

Gravity meters 

Meter 

Master Worden No. 548 

Worden No. 169 

Microbarometers 

Mechanisms Ltd No. 294/62 

317/62 

318/62 

Askania No. 5112387 

5112395 

531306 

531333 

Vehicles 

International AA. 120, 4 x 4: 

(1-ton Utilities) 

Bedford, 4 x 4 

(3-ton Truck) 

Bedford tanker, 4 x 4: 

Calibration factor (rogal/sc.div.) 

0.10954 

C.89944 

C·90122 

C.90126 

0.1058 

C.89985 (replacement vehicle) 

C.89987 (replacement vehicle) 

C .10675 

C.10678 

C.93795 

ZSU 016 

C .10684 

ZSU 014 

Bombardier, J5 tracked vehicle: ZSW 022 

Four-wheel flat-top trailer: 

Two-wheel generator trailer: 

Tracked (T6) trailer~ 

ZSW 023 

C.67752 

C.57867 

ZTL 059 

ZTL 060 
Helicopters (Ansett-ANA) 

Bell 47J: V'.d-INF 

VH-INN 
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APPENDIX C - SURVEY LOGISTICS 

Survey period 28th May - 28th September 

Number of gravity flyirtg..;days 

Total gravity flying-time 

Average gravity flying-time/gravity flying-day 

Number of new stations established 

Average number of new stations/gravity flying-day 

Average number of new stations/gravity flying-hour 

Number of days survey period 

Sundays 

Total available helicopter days (ti'10 helicopters) 

Helicopter uSage 

Gravi ty flying 

U/S (breakdown and servicing) 

U/S (weather) 

124 

814.35 

6.6 

3056 

25 

3.8 

123 

17 

212 

D~ 

124 

49~' 

9 

Transit flights, geological flight, not required etc. 29t 

Total 212 

hours 

hours 

Gravity flying-day A full day of flying by the helicopter for the 
purpose of gravity observations. 

..... 

Gravi ty flying -time The amount of time spent by the helioopter in the 
air between events which occur on a gravity flight) 
usually from engine start to touch down. 

Gravity flying-hour 

NevI station 

Transi t flight 

Geologioal flight 

One hour of gravity flying-time 

A point at 'iThich a gravi ty observation is made 
for the first time. 

A flight by the helioopter for the purpose of 
transiting from one point to another, usually from 
one oamp to another, without any gravity 
observations being made en route. 

A flight made solely for geologioal purposes. 
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APPENDIX D - PARTY TIM.&.'T.Al3LE 

Period 

28th May - 1st July 

Camp sites 

Carnegie Homestead 
and additional 
fly camps 

2nd July - 26th August Giles Met. ptation 
and additional fl;y 
camps 

27 th August -
13th September 

14th - 28th September 

Ayers Rock and 
additional fly camps 

Ali ce Springs and 
additional fly camps 

1~250,OOO sheet flown 

HERBERT, MADLE.'Y, BROWNE, 
WARRI 

COBB, BENTLEY, SCOTT, 
RAl'lLINSON, MACDONALD, 
MOlmT REl'lliIE, MOUNT LIEBIG 

BLOODS RANGE, PEI'ERMANN 
RANG ES, LAKE AYJ.ADEUS, 
AYERS ROCK 

'. 
Hil,LE. RIVJ!!R, ILLOGl-1A CREEK, 
liCOOTA . 

I 
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APPENDIX E - OPERl.TIONAL CONDITIONS 

Condi tions . during June, July, and August 1962 ''lere 
extreme~ difficult. Permanent water could only be obtained within 
the Western Australian survey area at Giles. Consequently the main 
camp for the western part of the area had to be sited at Carnegie 
Homestead. 

The road and general access conditions in the Western 
Australian area left much to be desired and it was a constant struggle 
to maintain adequate ground transport facilities for the party. 
Tracked vehicles were used with considerable success for the positioning 
of aviation spirit. . 

On moving eastwards into the Northern Territory the 
operational conditions experienced by the party showed a marked 
improvement. This could be attributed to better access facilities in 
the area and more comfortable camping sites. The most-difficult areas 
to cover were MOUNT REN1HE and BLOODS R.A}lGE. In both areas access was 
limi ted and in addition the operation .. Tas hampered by rain while 
MOUNT RENNIE was being traversed. 

Tracked transport waS used to position fuel on one occasion 
(BLOODS Rru~GE). Subsequent events which occurred whilst positioning 
fuel on LMCE ~UffiEUS showed that tracked transport should also 
have been used in this area. Information given to the party by B~1R 
geologists suggested that the track on LAKE Aif~EUS was in good order. 
However, recent heavy winds had reduced it to a sand-covered trail 
across the dunes. 

It lIas originally believed that conditions on the north-west 
edge of the Simpson Desert would be difficult, but it waS ~ubsequently 
found that the construction of ne'l'T tracks in the area rendered the 
posi tionir.g of aviation spirit a simple matter. 

:; 

• 
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APPENDIX F - VISITORS 

The fol10vnng personnel visited the main camp during 
the course of the survey ~ 

1. Dr F.J.G. Neumann (Senior Geophysicist - Gravity Group) 
inspected the party from 23rd to 28th June 1962. He 
visi ted the salt domes on WARRI and Mf_DLEY. 

2. Mr W.J. Langron (Senior Geophysicist - Gravity Group) 
visited the party from 15th to 24th July 1962 while it 
was at Giles Meteorological Station. 

3. 1'11' M. Kirton , BMR geophysicist, vias attached to the party 
from 30th August to 7th September. During that time he 
received guid.ance 8.nd instruction in the operation of 
gravity meters and microbarometers. He also became 
familiar with the technique of photo~navigation from 
helicopters. 

4. During the latter half of September, I\,'[r B.C. Barlow, 
(Acting Senior Geophysicist - Gravity Group) was with the 
party. 

5. Messrs ll.. Turpie and K.F'. Fowler, geophysicists of the 
BMR No.2 Seismic Party, visited the party while it was 
at Ayers Rocle to obtain infol'Illation on conditions in the 
Gibson Desert. 

'. 
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